Resonances and noise in a stochastic Hindmarsh-Rose model of thalamic neurons.
Thalamic neurons exhibit subthreshold resonance when stimulated with small sine wave signals of varying frequency and stochastic resonance when noise is added to these signals. We study a stochastic Hindmarsh-Rose model using Monte-Carlo simulations to investigate how noise, in conjunction with subthreshold resonance, leads to a preferred frequency in the firing pattern. The resulting stochastic resonance (SR) exhibits a preferred firing frequency that is approximately exponential in its dependence on the noise amplitude. In similar experiments, frequency dependent SR is found in the reliability of detection of alpha-function inputs under noise, which are more realistic inputs for neurons. A mathematical analysis of the equations reveals that the frequency preference arises from the dynamics of the slow variable. Noise can then transfer the resonance over the firing threshold because of the proximity of the fast subsystem to a Hopf bifurcation point. Our results may have implications for the behavior of thalamic neurons in a network, with noise switching the membrane potential between different resonance modes.